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FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP SCHOOL DISTRICT 
LEADERSHIP PROFILE REPORT 

 
Executive Summary 

 
This report summarizes the comments and observations from various school and community meetings 
as well as the interviews conducted by the search firm of Hazard, Young, Attea, and Associates as part of 
the Leadership Profile Report.  The purpose of this report is to assist the Franklin Township School 
District Board of Education as one of the initial steps in its search for the next Superintendent of the 
School District.  The Board has decided to make this decision after stakeholders have had many 
opportunities to record their thoughts, feelings and recommendations for the selection of the next 
Superintendent. The data collected herein were obtained from nine school community meetings as well 
as individual meetings with all of the members of the Board of Education.  These meetings occurred 
between May 12, 2014, and June 11, 2014.  Additionally there are data from the online survey that ran 
from May 15, 2014 until June 5, 2014. All of this advisory information is intended to help the Board of 
Education make the critical decision about the criteria they want to govern the Superintendent Search.  
The Board of Education is very appreciative of the considerable involvement of all those who 
participated in the meetings and the online survey. 
 
Information obtained through the stakeholder responses reflects both the similarities and differences 
regarding the strengths, challenges, and needs of the district. Comments made more than five times on 
pages 8 through 16 are essentially the opinions of some individuals. Comments are not to be construed 
as facts, yet important, because some people have reached these conclusions.  
 
The Franklin Township School District is a proud educational community.  Several interviewees within 
the educational community cited the rich diversity of the school district and the multiple opportunities 
provided for students by the school district as contributors to that pride. There is a defined strength in 
core curriculum, an exceptional arts program, and specialized programs that provide unique educational 
experiences for all students. The district maintains a recognizable student centered focus despite the 
multiple issues that often complicate the delivery of sound educational programming within a large 
school district. Community constituents view themselves as caring for the welfare of all students as well. 
There is a strong feeling of having the school district play an important role in balancing the demands of 
a quality education program with the complicated issues facing families within a diverse community. 
There was also notable mention of the positive relationship between the building level administrators, 
the district supervisors and a number of teachers. This positive leadership relationship has permitted the 
district to provide a sound level of expertise in evaluating staff and delivering an excellent program of 
studies.  There is a positive sense of the working relationship between the township and the school 
district. The educational community is proud of its ability to fiscally maintain sound opportunities for 
teaching and learning.  
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The Franklin Township School District is also a concerned educational community. There is deep concern 
that the relationships between some stakeholder groups within the educational community, the Board 
of Education, and district administrative leadership team are strained due to negative governing 
perceptions, concerns about micro-managing on several levels, and an overall frustration with 
inconsistent communication and/or lack of communication on several levels. There was also frequent 
mention of some decisions made on the Board of Education and Central Administration level that are 
construed as politicized. Stakeholders are cognizant of the urgent need to rebuild relationships within 
the educational community in order to foster the kind of trust, honesty, and integrity that leads to the 
continued provision of educational opportunities that meet the needs of the entire student population. 
Many stakeholders cited that the appointment of the current interim superintendent has begun the 
process of healing. 
 
The static economy, unfunded mandates, and the state mandated 2% growth limitations on budget 
increases have resulted in careful program and staff planning over the last few years. The district has 
creatively and scrupulously balanced the frustration of increasing taxes in addressing the needs of 
students in the teaching and learning process. The district Business Administrator is viewed as a catalyst 
in maintaining the support necessary for educational opportunities for all students. Stakeholders are 
hopeful that the Board of Education, the new Superintendent, and the Business Administrator will be 
able to work collaboratively with all stakeholder groups in modifying and embracing a vision that 
includes a building referendum to address an increasing student population. That vision should be built 
on the premise that balance exists between programmatic and budgetary concerns which centrally focus 
on teaching, learning, and student achievement.   
 
The new Superintendent will require excellent communication skills to foster openness, honesty, and 
integrity in quickly re-building sound relationships between and among stakeholder groups in the 
educational community. He/she will also need to be adaptable in developing a presence that is 
demonstrated through visibility in nurturing professional growth, indicating cognizance of the need for 
continued leadership and sharing responsibility on all levels, while accepting accountability for the 
overall educational and financial operation of the district. 
 
The goal of this profile is to assist the Board and the Franklin Township community in finding a candidate 
who possesses most, and hopefully all of the essential characteristics necessary to lead a school 
community, proud of its accomplishments and desirous of re-instituting a sense of positively moving 
forward with a revitalized program of open communication and a genuine concern for teaching and 
learning.  We are enthusiastic and optimistic about the opportunity to assist in this important endeavor. 
 
Respectfully submitted 
 
Dr. Leroy D. Nunery II 
Vice President, ECRA Group 
 
Dr. Dwight R. Pfennig 
Vice President, ECRA Group 
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Introduction 
 
This report presents the findings of the Leadership Profile Assessment conducted by Hazard, Young, 
Attea & Associates (HYA) from May - June 2014 for the new superintendent in Franklin Township New 
Jersey.  The data contained herein were obtained from input the HYA consultants received when they 
met with individuals and groups in either individual interviews or focus group settings and from the 
results of the online survey (in English and Spanish) completed by stakeholders.  The surveys, interviews, 
and focus group meetings were structured to gather input to assist the Board in determining the primary 
characteristics desired in the new superintendent. The three main questions posed to all stakeholders 
were to recognize the strengths of the District, highlight the district’s challenges, and identify which 
potential skills, characteristics, or experiences they wanted in the next superintendent.  
 
Participation 
 
The numbers of participants, by stakeholder group, in the two methods of data gathering are listed 
below:  
 

Group Personal interviews or focus 
groups 

Online Survey 

Board All 9 board members interviewed 
individually, and as a group 

N/A 

Building level administrators 20 12 

Central office administrators 5 10 

Faculty 40 226 

Community 15 248 

Parents 20 Not categorized 
separately 

Students Times were not arranged Not categorized 
separately 

Total 99 535 

 
In the course of our community outreach, we contacted several parties, including the Township 
Manager, members of City Council, Chamber of Commerce, and members of various religious 
communities. By recommendation of the Board, we held two separate public forums: one specifically for 
parents on June 10, and one for the community at-large on June 11. Additionally, we held teacher/staff 
forums in several schools and one principal forum, in order to better reach these important groups of 
stakeholders. As of this writing, HYA has received 535 responses to the online survey which was hosted 
on the district’s website from May 15 – June 5 (in English and Spanish).  
 
The responses provided by the individuals and focus groups during the interviews are listed in two 
places: 1) “Consistent Themes,” which are listed beginning on page 5 of the report and 2) all responses 
from individual and group meetings, which begin on page 8.  They are listed alphabetically with no 
attempt to prioritize them.  A separate appendix lists all comments made by survey respondents, 
although negative statements about a single individual have been redacted, in no particular order.  
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Finally, a first draft of superintendent characteristics, was discussed with the entire Board on June 19th, 
can be found on 17.   
 
It should be emphasized that the data are not a scientific sampling, nor should they necessarily be 
viewed as representing the majority opinion of the respective groups to which they are attributed.  
Items are included if, in the consultants’ judgment, they warranted the Board’s attention.  
 
The ECRA Hazard, Young & Attea consultants would like to thank all the participants who attended focus 
groups meetings or completed the online survey.  Also, we would like to thank all of the Franklin 
Township staff members who assisted with our meetings and particularly thank John Calavano, Mary 
Clark, and the several custodial and security staff members for their efforts in facilitating our time in the 
District. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Dr. Leroy D. Nunery II 
Vice President, ECRA Group 
 
Dr. Dwight Pfennig 
Vice President, ECRA Group 
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CONSISTENT THEMES FROM STAKEHOLDERS AND IN THE SURVEY 

IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER 

 
Strengths 

Advanced Placement classes (# of kids, # of tests taken) 

Athletics 

Collaboration (high) among principals and supervisors 

Community has a lot to offer not found in other places 

Connections with other community activities, e.g. Soccer Clubs, Parks and Recreation, etc.  

Course offerings with opportunities for students not offered elsewhere 

Effective fiscal management 

Ethnicity and heritage of the diverse population 

Experienced educators 

Facilities/Real Estate 

FTHS graduates compete successfully for most/very selective college placements 

Geographical beauty of the community 

Negotiations process 

Opportunities for partnerships with township 

Police Department mentoring and providing school safety programs 

Principals allow educators to receive professional development as desired or needed 

Resources provided for all employees 

Rich ministerial community and houses of worship (some are benefactors to schools) 

Time commitment of many teachers to assist students   

Tremendous relationship with Township 

Wealth of resources available, e.g., libraries and technology 

 
Challenges, Issues, and Priorities for the Future 

Addressing the flight to private schools  

Avoid small groups dictating district policies 

BOE disunity 

Changing the climate of the district 

Community (5%) dictates 100% of the educational/board agenda 

Creating a non-micro-managing atmosphere  

Deal with economic and educational flight - top students are leaving 

Dealing effectively with staff morale 

Dealing with constant program change with little training for professional staff 

Dealing with public and peer pressure within the district 

Develop processes for gathering input on key issues 

Developing leadership that will challenge the norm 

Examine resources that are underutilized 

Excellent deployment of curriculum 

Facing social issues of the community  

Getting the Board members to trust each other 

Kids (200-300) going out of district per year  
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Lack of communication between district and community’s assets  

Low expectations of students (by some teachers) 

Middle level achieving students need more attention 

Must establish the/a value of diversity in Franklin Township 

Must raise proficiency levels for all groups 

Need for operational systems that function optimally 

Need to create a positive climate of change 

Need to maximize the use of resources  

No longer accepting excuses for poor performance 

Non-communication (of principals and teachers) at school level 

Project the way we (Franklin) are [seen], in a positive light 

Raising proficiency levels for all groups 

Stability in leadership on building and central office level 

Teacher input is not regarded highly and teachers are not listened to   

Teachers are not listened to there is a lack of two-way communications 

The creativity of teachers is not being used 

Understanding how messages are received 

Wide achievement gap 

 
Desired Characteristics for the Next Superintendent 

A high degree of ethics and ethical behavior 

Active and effective listener   

Be able to interface with the Board properly 

Be of strong moral character  

Considers feedback and content and then demonstrates that he/she has considered the input 

Demonstrated experience in dealing with referendums 

Demonstrates a commitment to the arts 

Doesn't just settle for the "Franklin ways" of the past 

Education must be his/her priority 

Effectively delegates work to be completed 

Empathizes the needs of Special Education 

Experience in multi-cultural environment 

Gets out and addresses issues on a daily basis 

Goes beyond town halls and is expected to be visible at events, but visibility not as important as doing the work 

Knowledge of up-to-date educational trends and philosophies 

Knows how to identify talent 

Models positive behavior in all aspects of the position 

Must be able to hire, build a team especially since there are several vacancies open 

Must understand communities of color, income, demographics, etc.  

Not afraid to deal with parents 

Not easily manipulated by political pressure 

Primary instructional leader for the school district 

Promotes public relations that positively "brand" the district 

Proven track record in dealing with student achievement improvement  
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Respect for people’s time and priorities 

Restore respect for the lines between management and governance 

Role model for all 

Seasoned educator with a keen understanding of teaching, learning and what works for students 

Should see the students where they go to school, and understand what the schools are actually doing 

Should want to be part of Franklin Township 

Someone who’s been a Superintendent before, knows law, policy, and the [governance] role of the board 

Superintendent relations with the board transcends the board 

Supports the Cabinet before the community 

        Trustworthy 

Understands change management  

Understands that communication skills are critical and essential components of moving the school district forward  

Understands that he/she reports to the entire board 

Understands the nature of changing community demographics 

Utilizes input when making decisions 

Vigilant about promoting what FT already has in place 

What is said is meant 
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SUMMARY OF ALL COMMENTS AND OBSERVATIONS FROM MEETINGS 
 

Strengths 
A number of staff and teachers live in the district 

Access to technology 

*Advanced Placement classes (# of kids, # of tests taken) 

*Athletics 

Auditorium with 1000 seats  

Award-winning, efficient, and effective financial processes 

Budget presentations are more informative than in the past 

Central Office administrators with vast knowledge and experience 

*Collaboration (high) among principals and supervisors 

Combination of seasoned and experienced administrators keep ideas fresh  

*Community has a lot to offer not found in other places 

*Connections with other community activities, e.g. Soccer Clubs, Parks and Recreation, etc. 

*Course offerings with opportunities for students not offered elsewhere 

District leadership gets it done when called upon to do so 

Economic base (ratables) of the community  

Educational options (charter schools, private schools) 

*Effective fiscal management 

*Ethnicity and heritage of the diverse population 

*Experienced educators 

*Facilities/Real Estate 

*Fiscal management of the district 

Flexibility of staff - they want what's best for the community 

Franklin is a great place to work 

Franklin Township is likely to grow in number of children (Facing increase of 500+ children) 

*FTHS graduates compete successfully for most/very selective college placements 

*Geographical beauty of the community 

Great para employees (dedicated for little salary) 

Help provided by teacher for students in need of assistance 

Heterogeneity of staff and student body 

High bar for what’s required to work here 

Improved communications since interim superintendent appointed) 

Inclusion in township events, etc. 

Income level (From Section 8 to multi-million dollar homes) 

World Languages spoken in the district 

Leadership teams work well together across professional titles 

Livable communities 

Most Board members have kids best interest at heart 

Mutual infrastructure projects with township provide cost savings 

Need to be ready to accept more children in terms of new and updated facilities, organization, etc.  

*Negotiations process 

No administrative "clock punchers" 
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No offense taken by administrators when asked questions 

Number of individuals committed to Franklin (staff, community, outsiders) 

Occupational backgrounds of residents 

Opportunities for partnerships 

*Opportunities for partnerships with township 

Opportunity to enhance and grow as a community in terms of new talents, abilities, culture, interest  

Parent partners are welcome 

Parents active at board meetings, and different groups have emerged and become vocal 

Parents caring and supportive  

*Police Department mentoring and providing school safety programs 

Positive Behavioral Supports program (PBS) allows students to be placed in any school 

*Positive relationship with police and police department 

*Principals allow educators to receive professional development as desired or needed 

Professional Development activities that permit/foster collegial relationships 

PTO structure is strong and active 

*Resources provided for all employees 

*Rich ministerial community and houses of worship (some are benefactors to schools) 

School properties are well situated 

Size and proximity of district to many types of environments 

*Time commitment of many teachers to assist students 

*Tremendous relationship with Township 

*Wealth of resources available, e.g., libraries and technology 

Willingness of principals to allow educators to receive professional development as desired or needed 

*Win/Win negotiations completed recently, vs. collective bargaining 

 

Challenges, Issues, and Priorities for the Future 
Address parents working multiple jobs/challenges in getting deeply involved 

Address the involvement of parents throughout the district 

Addressing the "top heavy" administrative structure 

*Addressing the flight to private schools  

Addressing the lack of trust in administrators by the Board and community 

Are we a victim of “our past reputation”, à la racial issues? 

Attracting qualified administrators 

*Avoid small groups dictating district policies 

Board needs to effectively support the superintendent  

Board needs to re-establish the public trust 

Board should be consistently modeling behaviors that we want kids to emulate   

*BOE disunity 

Celebrate all district accomplishments 

Central office functions should be leveraged for success 

Challenge to get positive press, to project who we are in a positive light  

*Changing the climate of the district 

Communications with community-don't react (Board) to vocal minority only 

*Community (5%) dictates 100% of the educational/board agenda 

Community culture does not support what teachers do  
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Community culture that results in some students’ poor behavior in school 

Concerned that Township is the “laughingstock” of central New Jersey school districts 

Create incentive programs for students 

*Creating a non-micro-managing atmosphere 

Creating a school climate that is non-threatening 

Creating an internal mentorship program for students  

Creating/Maintaining a passion for learning 

Curriculum changes should be properly implemented in Special Ed classes 

*Deal with economic and educational flight - top students are leaving 

*Dealing effectively with staff morale 

*Dealing with constant program change with little training for professional staff 

Dealing with program, staff, and process inconsistencies across the district 

*Dealing with public and peer pressure within the district 

Dealing with stability of building level administrators 

Develop a program to reinstate pride in the district and define who we are 

Develop more positive relationship with the senior citizen community 

*Develop processes for gathering input on key issues 

Developing (redeveloping) a strategic plan 

Developing a cadre of future board members who will be effective  

*Developing leadership that will challenge the norm 

Developing positive Board/Administrative relationships 

Differentiating the expectations for learning in every classroom 

        District needs strong vision and strategic plan for 5 years that is visible “everywhere" 

District needs to heal 

Don't be in a rush to improve, be effective 

Dual certification necessary because of turnover in teaching corps 

Dual enrollment could be enhanced 

Dysfunction: Is the Board/Administration acting the best interests of the kids? 

Eliminate the "good side" - "bad side" attitude toward the district 

Emphasis on the particular needs of Gifted & Talented students 

Engagement exists, but needs to be increased 

Everyone should be an ambassador for district 

*Examine resources that are underutilized 

*Excellent deployment of curriculum 

Explain the differentiated structure of delivering programs 

*Facing social issues of the community 

Feeling of retribution if you disagree  

Feeling that BOE has been fighting with past Superintendents for 15 years 

Focusing on parent involvement (an important "cog" in the wheel) 

*Getting the Board members to trust each other 

Graduating classes not going to same schools as other districts 

Handling the diversity of languages in the district 

Have a staff that understands test scores, test data, growth models 

Have the high school become a "Blue-Ribbon" school 

Have to realize that just teaching one way is not the best way  
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High Board of Education membership turnover 

Improve deficiencies and direction Readers/Writers’ Workshop program  

Inconsistent attendance of some board members only reinforces the negative image  

*Kids (200-300)going out of district per year   

*Lack of communication between district and community’s assets 

Leadership (at all levels) must clearly communicate professional behaviors 

Learn how to talk to each other as a community 

Long-standing negative past history still plagues the district in some minds  

Lots of negative press recently seems to crowd out what is working 

*Low expectations of students (by some teachers) 

Maintain stability in Special Education Supervisor position 

Maintaining enrichment programs  

Mediocrity of teachers 

Meeting requirements of the free/reduced lunch program 

*Middle level achieving students need more attention 

Morale drops because of low communication  

More people showing up to meetings, e.g., PTO and others coming more regularly 

Must be more emphasis on kids in the “middle” and focus on their needs  

*Must establish the/a value of diversity in Franklin Township 

*Must raise proficiency levels for all groups 

*Need for operational systems that function optimally 

Need for stability in the high school and other key positions 

Need for stronger community advocates 

Need more ongoing exchange of ideas between central administration and the schools 

Need some turnover of staff, refresh where needed in order to bring in new ideas 

Need to assist others in dealing with major state issues (tenure, evaluations, etc.) 

Need to be aware of how information is delivered, from Superintendent  

*Need to create a positive climate of change  

Need to effectively assess the value of our programming 

Need to hold people accountable for results 

Need to increase college access 

*Need to maximize the use of resources  

Needs to be consistency in technology program and equipment access 

*No longer accepting excuses for poor performance  

No promotional track and succession plan exists 

No two-way communications and feeling that the administration doesn’t care 

*Non-communication (of principals and teachers) at school level  

Not enough support/resources for elementary advanced students 

Over-dependency on personal relationships, which generates issues of distrust 

Passing the upcoming referendum 

Perception that middle schools are not strong  

Phone blasts are not working as  a way of communicating with public 

Political ties of Board members along party lines 

Poor hiring practices for principals, APs, and others w/out checking backgrounds  

Professional Development is available, but current scheduling is not helpful  
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        Program Change: there is a tendency to “throw the baby out with the bath water” 

Programs need to be tailored because now it feels like “one size fits all”   

*Project the way we (Franklin) are [seen], in a positive light 

Properly leverage social media 

Provide alternatives to privatization of selected district services 

Provide effective classroom management workshops for teachers 

Providing leadership that is instructionally focused 

Public needs to know that what is really going on in the Franklin Township Schools  

Question if Franklin Township kids are as prepared as other districts’ kids for college 

*Raising proficiency levels for all groups 

Realize that just teaching one way is not the best way  

Re-emphasis on the human side of the education relationship(s) in district 

Re-institute Gifted & Talented pull-out program 

Relook at career/vocational education  

Schools don’t reflect the community because people send kids elsewhere 

Set standards, don't just keep adding rules for students 

Special Ed department meetings needed for cross grade level coordination 

*Stability in leadership on building and central office level 

STEM ~ pharmaceutical companies, universities, etc. 

Systems not in place that are operating/functioning which truly benefit our students 

*Teacher input is not regarded highly and teachers are not listened to  

Teachers are ignored most of the time for input or suggestions  

*Teachers are not listened to there is a lack of two-way communications 

Teachers feel disconnected from administration and their voices are not heard 

Technology needs more emphasis in higher grades, to meet PARCC implementation 

*The creativity of teachers is not being used 

The district should be extending itself to increase its academic resources 

There are racial overtones and a divided township 

There is a question about how we are we reaching the diverse language populations 

There is dominance of 1 -2 board members 

There is teacher distrust towards administration  

There is too much reliance on data as the goal, not just a decision-making tool 

Too heavy a reliance on consultants vs. getting FT folks to work on important issues 

        Too many band-aid approaches to district issues 

Too much emphasis on Sports/Arts  

Truancy issues need to be addressed 

Unacceptable HSPA scores 

*Understanding how messages are received 

We need to find a better way to reach as many homes as possible 

We should restore the 4th grade (beginning) music program 

*Wide achievement gap 
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Desired Characteristics for the Next Superintendent 
*A high degree of ethics and ethical behavior 

Ability to fill operation voids 

*Able to disagree without being authoritarian* 

Able to funnel money to "average student" programs 

Accepts/understands the role of the Board 

*Active and effective listener 

Admit when something isn’t working  

Articulates the district vision and the roles expected of administration 

Asks, “What are the ramifications [of my decisions] 5 years from now?” 

*Be able to interface with the Board properly 

Be able to talk with every stakeholder and talk honestly and fairly with each group 

Be able to think strategically 

*Be of strong moral character 

*Be the “captain of the ship”, emphasizing shared accountabilities 

Be the face of the district 

Believes in all students and their potential for success 

*Board relations with superintendent should be not of the Board, but with the Board 

Booster and cheerleader for the schools 

Can prepare the board for community interface on key issues 

Conducts effective "town hall" meetings and healthy conversations among constituents 

Considers feedback and content and then demonstrates that he/she has considered the input 

Consistently model positive professional behaviors 

Current knowledge of common core curriculum, PARCC, NJ school law, and about NJ schools 

Decisive, impartial leadership with strong managerial skill sets  

Deep understanding and expertise of the K-12 continuum  

*Demonstrated experience in dealing with referendums 

*Demonstrates a commitment to the arts 

Develop all of the potential in the district 

Does not view the staff as "subjects" 

Doesn’t think “top-down” 

*Doesn't just settle for the "Franklin ways" of the past 

Doesn't play "favorite" with Board members 

Don’t want to train someone to be a superintendent 

Don't be a "crony," be a leader for all staff/board members 

*Education must be his/her priority 

*Effectively delegates work to be completed 

*Empathizes the needs of Special Education 

Enables people to make changes that need to be made 

        Evaluates people based on skills and identifies talents beyond what’s already apparent 

Even if not deeply experienced, knows how to make the vision happen 

*Excellent communicator* 

*Excellent interpersonal skills - not just reserved for a few 

*Experience in multi-cultural environment 

Expert knowledge of NJ educational law 
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Flexible in meeting with a variety of groups, gets involved with all aspects of the community 

Fully understand the SGO Process/HSGP/PARCC 

Genuine sense of humor, thick skin, strong backbone 

Get to know the teachers, “know their faces” 

*Gets out and addresses issues on a daily basis 

Goes beyond town halls and is expected to be visibility at events, but visibility not as important as doing the work 

Has a strong sense of the "pulse" of the district 

Has a wealth of knowledge about curriculum, with a sense of what is/is not working 

Has respect for teachers as professionals 

Have a clear passion for the job 

Have a thought process from beginning to end  

        Honest 

        Humble/Humility 

        Inspires staff to lead for success/results  

Interact with everyone no matter their level or station in life  

Interested in more than just collecting a paycheck 

Interested in seeing the opportunities for the future 

Is a delegator who knows who the key people are and relies on them to get things done 

Is able to eliminate the element of surprise for the board and employees 

Is able to identify talent in all professional positions 

Know how to be “new” by asking questions  

Know what changes/trends that education is going through 

Knowledge of PAARC assessment and new evaluative processes 

Knowledge of referendums and their development for passage 

*Knowledge of up-to-date educational trends and philosophies 

*Knows how to identify talent 

Knows that there’s a very large population of kids from tough environments 

Long-range planning skills 

Maintains an instructional "bent" 

Make more connections to industry and talent 

Makes decisions that permit people to be successful 

Messaging is key: Signal to families, businesses, etc. that things are different  

Models behavior for what he/she expects to see in others (at every level in the district) 

*Models positive behavior in all aspects of the position 

*Must be able to hire, build a team especially since there are several vacancies open 

Must develop a team, not have the savior mentality 

Must have awareness that we live in a diversified world, will think outside of the box, and realize  
that everyone has something to offer 

*Must understand communities of color, income, demographics, etc. 

Need someone who is not worried about where next job is 

Needs to be on the "cutting edge" in terms of educational innovation 

Needs to get involved, need to know “who’s who” (e.g., leaders of the business and religious communities) 

*Not afraid to deal with parents 

Not critical to have a plan in advance, but should explore what’s working, not working 

Not deceitful in providing information for the board/public 
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*Not easily manipulated by political pressure 

Not ready to go from one initiative to another without testing and evaluating what’s working/not working 

Not seeing enough positive news, so must take on negative perceptions  

Open minded about resource allocation 

Open to parents, teachers,  

*Own the mistakes and steps up to mistakes, etc. 

People are thirsting for stronger leader 

Perform due diligence on recommendations and completely understand rules and regulations 

        Person of integrity 

        Personable 

*Primary instructional leader for the school district 

Problem solver  

*Promotes public relations that positively "brand" the district 

Proven track record in dealing with student achievement improvement*  

Raise the consciousness and image of the district by not “telling us who we aren’t” 

Realistic, collaborative educational vision and commitment of excellence  

Recognizes that the district is one of FT largest employers  

Recognizes the voids in the district (e.g., recent losses in science department) 

        Relationship-Oriented: 

Represents district with integrity, representing each child in terms of their abilities 

*Respect for people’s time and priorities 

Respects teachers and the work that they do 

Restore a sense of pride in what Franklin Township education has been 

*Restore respect for the lines between management and governance 

*Role model for all 

*Seasoned educator who can demonstrate a keen understanding of teaching, learning  
and what works for students 

Select teachers and administrators in place who are fair, etc. 

Should see the students where they go to school, and understand what the schools are actually doing 

*Should want to be part of Franklin Township 

Someone who doesn't tell the board how to vote 

Someone who views the students as customers 

*Someone who's been a Superintendent before, knows law, policy, and the [governance] role of the board 

Stands up for what’s right for kids and staff   

Stays true to his/her vision, being clear about “this is what I want for Franklin Township” 

Stresses accountability for all, not just a selected few 

Strong desire to leave the district in a better place 

Student centered in decision-making 

*Superintendent relations with the board transcends the board 

Superintendent should see what’s good and harness the energy of lots of qualified people to make improvements 

*Supports the Cabinet before the community 

Take information from different parties before making decisions 

        *Trustworthy 

Understand there are two sides to every situation and then, the "truth" 

*Understands accountability for results to the board, and everyone who pays taxes 
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Understands change management* 

*Understands communication skills must be a critical and essential component of  
moving the school district forward 

        Understands that Franklin Township is like an “urban school district in a suburban [geographic] setting” 

*Understands that he/she reports to the entire board 

*Understands the nature of changing community demographics 

*Utilizes input when making decisions 

Utilizes internal talent rather than consultants 

*Vigilant about promoting what Franklin Township already has in place 

Want someone who can rebuild the sense of family and make people feel appreciated 

Want someone who is going to be supported to institute the vision 

Want someone who knows their job, and is competent as an educational leader 

Want this person to be looked up to as a leader and bring respect for the job and a lasting impression 

Wants somebody who can move the district, and needs to be a superintendent on more than just paper 

Wants to have a positive impact on the district, with prepared, experienced, and “fantastic” administrators,  
higher test scores, etc.  

*What is said is meant 

Will hold forums to hear what they have to say 

Will look at what we’re doing well, and move people around to make better fits 

Will make sure tools are available for teachers and in schools 

Willingness to roll up sleeves and get into the mix; should be willing to “help you” not punish you 
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Preliminary Section Criteria for the Superintendent of Schools 
 

• A proven track record of successful educational leadership in a diverse district  

• Able to creatively use resources to maintain continued support for, and confidence in, the 

school district  

• Passionate about closing achievement gaps 

• Capable of building and sustaining with the board of education a vision for excellence 

supported by the district and the community 

• Able to work positively and directly with the challenges of diversity 

• A team and capacity builder with and for the board of education,  school district, and 

community 

• Actively appreciates and promotes FT’s assets and programs: arts, music, dance, etc.  

• Have demonstrated experience in dealing with school district finances and long range 

facilities planning  

• An extraordinary communicator  

• Brings creative strategic planning, courageous decisions, innovation 

• A visible and important part of the community 

• Able to bring a community together in what is best and fair for all students 

• Accessible, collaborative, decisive, and transparent in action  

• Culturally competent 

• Preferably a doctorate in education or related discipline 
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Online Superintendent Profile Survey Results 
 
The Superintendent Profile Survey was completed by 535 stakeholders.  Almost half of respondents 
were Community Members in the district (46 percent).  Forty-two percent were Teachers.  Another 5 
percent were Secretarial Support Staff, and the rest were District Administrators, Building-Level 
Administrators, Custodial Support Staff, and Specialized Community Groups.  
 
 

Stakeholder Group 

 Frequency Percent 

 

District Administrator 10 1.9 

Building-Level Administrator 12 2.2 

Community Member 248 46.4 

Support Staff (Secretarial, Clerical Aides) 28 5.2 

Support Staff (Custodial, Maintenance, Grounds, Bus Drivers) 5 0.9 

Specialized Community Group (Clergy, Governmental Leadership, Business Leadership) 6 1.1 

Teachers 226 42.2 

Total 535 100.0 

 
The top-rated characteristics that respondents selected are: 
 

 Listen to and effectively represent the interests and concerns of students, staff, parents, and 

community members. (CE) 

 Foster a positive professional climate of mutual trust and respect among faculty, staff, and 

administrators. (CC) 

 Recruit, employ, evaluate, and retain effective personnel throughout the District and its schools. 

(M) 

 Have a clear vision of what is required to provide exemplary educational services and implement 

effective change. (VV) 

 Identify, confront, and resolve issues and concerns in a timely manner. (CE) 

 
Percentages of respondents overall who selected each item, as well as percentages by stakeholder 
group, are given in the tables on the following pages.  Benchmark results from over fifty comparable 
districts, incorporating the ranking of over twenty-five thousand stakeholders, are also provided in the 
table to allow for a comparison of Franklin Township results to national norms. 
 
In addition, differences were examined for statistical and practical significance to determine whether 
the mean scores by stakeholder group differed.  Results indicate that, for many items, the various 
stakeholders were in agreement.  On the other hand, there were two items that certain stakeholders 
valued more than others.   
 
 Teachers were significantly more likely than Community Members to select the Communication and 

Collaboration item “Involve appropriate stakeholders in the decision-making process.” 
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 Teachers were significantly more likely than Community Members to select the Communication and 

Collaboration item “Lead in an encouraging, participatory, and team-focused manner.” 

 

 Specialized Community Groups were significantly more likely than Teachers and District 

Administrators to select the Communication and Collaboration item “Foster a positive professional 

climate of mutual trust and respect among faculty, staff, and administrators.” 

 

 Building Level Administrators were significantly more likely thank Community Members, Secretarial 

Support Staff, Specialized Community Groups, and Teachers to select the Communication and 

Collaboration item “Seek a high level of engagement with principals and other school-site leaders.” 

 

 Teachers were significantly more likely than Community Members to select the Community 

Engagement item “Be visible throughout the District and actively engaged in community life.” 

 

 Community Members were significantly more likely than Teachers to select the Instructional 

Leadership item “Increase academic performance and accountability at all levels and for all its 

students, including special needs populations.” 

 

 Building Level Administrators and Community Members were significantly more likely than Teachers 

to select the Vision and Values item “Have a clear vision of what is required to provide exemplary 

educational services and implement effective change.” 
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Percentage of Respondents Who Selected Each Item (By Subgroups) 
Number indicates 
rank order by 
overall results 

National 
HYA 

Benchmark 

ALL 
(535) 

Dist. 
Admin 

(10) 

Bldg 
Admin 

(12) 

Comm. 
(248) 

Sec. 
SS 

(28) 

Cust. 
SS (5) 

Comm. 
Group 

(6) 

Teacher 
(226) 

1 

Listen to and 
effectively 

represent the 
interests and 
concerns of 

students, staff, 
parents, and 
community 
members. 

38% 59% 30% 25% 61% 68% 100% 33% 59% 

2 

Foster a positive 
professional 

climate of mutual 
trust and respect 

among faculty, 
staff, and 

administrators. 

40% 54% 80% 42% 41% 57% 60% 0% 70% 

3 

Recruit, employ, 
evaluate, and 

retain effective 
personnel 

throughout the 
District and its 

schools. 

36% 47% 60% 25% 51% 57% 40% 67% 41% 

4 

Have a clear 
vision of what is 

required to 
provide 

exemplary 
educational 
services and 
implement 

effective change. 

36% 41% 20% 75% 50% 54% 40% 33% 29% 

5 

Identify, 
confront, and 
resolve issues 

and concerns in a 
timely manner. 

35% 41% 50% 42% 44% 39% 40% 33% 38% 

6 

Promote high 
expectations for 
all students and 

personnel. 

38% 38% 20% 58% 43% 39% 0% 67% 31% 
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Percentage of Respondents Who Selected Each Item (By Subgroups) 

Number indicates rank 
order by overall results 

National 
HYA 

Benchmark 

ALL 
(535) 

Dist. 
Admin 

(10) 

Bldg 
Admin 

(12) 

Comm. 
(248) 

Sec. 
SS 

(28) 

Cust. 
SS (5) 

Comm. 
Group 

(6) 

Teac
her 

(226) 

7 

Increase academic 
performance and 

accountability at all 
levels and for all its 
students, including 

special needs 
populations. 

30% 38% 30% 42% 52% 36% 20% 67% 23% 

8 
Lead in an encouraging, 

participatory, and 
team-focused manner. 

27% 36% 50% 50% 25% 43% 40% 0% 47% 

9 

Hold a deep 
understanding of the 

teaching/learning 
process and of the 

importance of 
educational 
technology. 

35% 35% 10% 25% 37% 32% 20% 33% 35% 

10 

Be visible throughout 
the District and actively 
engaged in community 

life. 

28% 33% 60% 42% 23% 25% 20% 0% 45% 

11 
Strive for continuous 
improvement in all 

areas of the District. 
27% 32% 20% 50% 34% 36% 20% 17% 29% 

12 

Guide the operation 
and maintenance of 
school facilities to 

ensure secure, safe, 
and clean school 

environments that 
support learning. 

26% 30% 20% 50% 34% 18% 60% 33% 25% 

13 

Hold a deep 
appreciation for 
diversity and the 

importance of 
providing safe and 

caring school 
environments. 

23% 29% 20% 17% 31% 25% 0% 33% 30% 

14 

Encourage a sense of 
shared responsibility 

among all stakeholders 
regarding success in 

student learning. 

34% 28% 40% 33% 27% 29% 20% 33% 27% 
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Percentage of Respondents Who Selected Each Item (By Subgroups) 
Number indicates rank 
order by overall 
results 

National 
HYA 

Benchmark 

ALL 
(535) 

Dist. 
Admin 

(10) 

Bldg 
Admin 

(12) 

Comm. 
(248) 

Sec. 
SS 

(28) 

Cust. 
SS (5) 

Comm. 
Group 

(6) 

Teach
er 

(226) 

15 

Provide meaningful 
guidance for 

systematic and 
comprehensive 

district-wide 
curriculum, 

instructional services, 
assessment 

programs, and 
professional 

development. 

23% 28% 10% 25% 31% 7% 0% 33% 29% 

16 

Seek a high level of 
engagement with 

principals and other 
school-site leaders. 

22% 28% 40% 75% 28% 11% 40% 0% 27% 

17 

Maintain positive and 
collaborative working 

relationships with 
the school board and 

its members. 

31% 25% 20% 8% 22% 39% 40% 33% 27% 

18 

Communicate 
effectively with a 

variety of audiences 
and in a variety of 

ways. 

27% 24% 50% 25% 25% 18% 20% 0% 22% 

19 

Involve appropriate 
stakeholders in the 

decision-making 
process. 

26% 23% 30% 33% 15% 25% 40% 17% 31% 

20 

Be an effective 
manager of the 

District’s day-to-day 
operations. 

20% 22% 30% 8% 18% 32% 60% 17% 24% 

21 

Effectively plan and 
manage the long-

term financial health 
of the District. 

34% 21% 20% 8% 23% 18% 20% 33% 20% 

22 

Align budgets, long-
range plans, and 

operational 
procedures with the 

District’s vision, 
mission, and goals. 

28% 19% 20% 17% 21% 21% 20% 17% 16% 
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Percentage of Respondents Who Selected Each Item (By Subgroups) 
Number indicates 

rank order by 
overall results 

National 
HYA 

Benchmark 

ALL 
(535) 

Dist. 
Admin 

(10) 

Bldg 
Admin 

(12) 

Comm. 
(248) 

Sec. 
SS 

(28) 

Cust. 
SS (5) 

Comm. 
Group 

(6) 

Teacher 
(226) 

23 

Utilize student 
achievement data 

to drive the 
District’s 

instructional 
decision-making. 

19% 14% 10% 33% 18% 0% 0% 17% 12% 

24 

Act in accordance 
with the District’s 

mission, vision, 
and core beliefs. 

25% 13% 30% 17% 13% 25% 0% 0% 11% 

25 

Develop strong 
relationships with 
constituents, local 
government, area 

businesses, 
media, and 
community 

partners. 

20% 13% 20% 8% 13% 7% 0% 50% 13% 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 


